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1. Introduction
• Compliments and concerns in reviews are valuable for understanding users’

shopping interests and their opinions to specific aspects of items.
• Existing work: ignores the fact that users may hold different attentions to

various properties of the merchandise – they may show strong attentions to 
certain properties but indifference to others. (see below example)

• Use NLP methods to extract explicit and definitive sentiment and aspect
terms which models user attentions and item properties.

• We propose a tightly coupled two-stage approach: Aspect-Sentiment Pair 
Extractor (ASPE) + Attention-Property-aware Rating Estimator (APRE).

2. ASPE
• [First Step] Sentiment terms extraction:
• Pointwise Mutual Information-based (PMI-based) (Polarity)
• Neural Network-based (NN-based) (Linguistic patterns)
• Knowledge/Lexicon-based (Existing knowledge)
• ST = STPMI∪ STNN ∪ STLex

• [Second Step] AS-pair extraction
• First: label AS-pair candidates using dependency parsing
• amod and nsubj+acomp

• Second: filter out non-sentiment-carrying candidates using ST
3. APRE
• Language encoding with pre-trained

BERT
• Explicit aspect-level attitude

modeling

• Implicit review representation

• Rating regression and optimization

4. Experiments
• Datasets: 7 Amazon Review Datasets. (8:1:1)
• Baseline models: 13 models (traditional or deep learning category)
• Evaluation metric: MSE on test set
• Results: AS-pair Extraction of ASPE

• The distributions of the frequencies AS-pairs follow the Zipf’s Law meaning 
that ASPE performs consistently across domains. 

• Results: Rating Prediction of APRE
• Demonstrates the superior capability of APRE to make accurate rating 

predictions in different domains (Ours vs. the rest); The performance 
improvement is NOT because of the use of BERT (Ours vs. AHN-B)

• Ablation Study reflects positive contributions from both channels

• Case Study:
• Seven example aspects with all reviews mentioning those categories;
• APRE measures the aspect-level contributions of user-attention and 

item-property interactions via this term: <γ, Fex([Gu;Gt])>;
• Inferred Impact row states the interactional effects of user attentions 

and item properties based on our assumption that attended aspects 
bear stronger impacts to the final prediction.

• This process of decomposition is a great way to interpret model 
prediction on an aspect-level granularity


